
Overview of TIDY’s Software Products
This overview is designed to help customers and third parties understand how TIDY works,
which parties control transactions, and the business status of service providers. This guide is
particularly for those looking to understand matters of liability or employment.

This guide will go over in detail:
1. TIDY provides software tools to help property managers manage the cleaning and

maintenance of their properties and service pros manage their businesses.
● TIDY exerts effectively no control over jobs between property managers and pros. Those

parties retain power over and liability for their jobs.
● Service Providers are bonafide independent businesses or are added directly by a

property manager as an employee or contractor.
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TIDY Software Overview
TIDY has software to help 2 main groups of customers:

1. Service professionals like plumbers, electricians, pool cleaners, home cleaners, window
washers, lawn & garden professionals, junk removal specialists, handymen, carpet
cleaners, and any custom service type.

2. Property managers like Airbnb hosts manage the cleaning and maintenance of their
properties.

For home service pros, we offer software for them to run their whole business. This includes
features like tracking and managing all their customers and prospects, invoicing their clients,
sending proposals, helping market to their customers, creating their own website, and more.
These features are paid for by a subscription and industry-standard credit card processing fees
(similar to Stripe, Square, or PayPal).

For property managers, we offer software for them to manage their property cleaning and
maintenance. This includes allowing them to map their property, track the assets on their
property, track the property manager’s employees and vendors they work with on the property,
create workflows to automate booking those vendors (including home service pros), create
to-do lists and action items to share with employees, and track accounts payable for the
vendors that work on their property. If they need help contacting new professionals, they can
search for available pros who use the software, set their requirements, and book them directly,
tracking them like any other vendor. We make most of our money from this group through
subscription fees, typically $120 per property per year.

TIDY Features for Pros - Summary
TIDY offers a suite of software tools and features to help home service pros grow and manage
their business. Home service pros are typically small business owners who seek to use TIDY’s
software because it is cheaper than competitors like Jobber, ServiceTitan, or HousecallPro. To
sign up, pros typically go to the product’s website, tidy.com/pros. This page expressly states:

“*** TIDY is for bona-fide professionals with their own business (sole proprietorships &
new businesses are ok). By using the TIDY software you are a customer. TIDY does not
employ home service workers. TIDY is not for you if you are a “gig worker” or looking for
employment.”

For more details, you can view tidy.com/pros.

They can browse a wide range of features on the website, including:
● The ability to send proposals and eSignatures to their prospects.
● The ability to send invoices to their customers.
● The ability to accept credit cards from their customers via a third party, Stripe. Note: we

do not issue any payments directly to pros; payments flow from a pro’s clients to Stripe
to their account directly.

● The ability to set up online booking for their customers.



● The ability to track their clients in a CRM.
● The ability to control their team, including delegating jobs to their employees or

subcontractors.

After determining that they want to sign up, here is typically how someone sets up their account.
1. First, pros agree to the Service Provider Customer Agreement or propose an alternate

one.
2. Pros add the services they offer. It can be anything but includes a name, description, and

prices for their services. Their rates can be hourly, fixed-rate, or more.
3. Pros enter their subcontractors or their employees.
4. Pros enter locations they wish to be bookable by clients via their website.
5. Pros enter times they want clients to be able to book them.
6. Pros enter any other booking settings they may have, including their cancellation policy,

uploading their default contract with customers, enabling dispute resolution, setting up
discounts for clients, allowing location tracking, and more.

7. Pros add in their existing clients to track and manage their jobs.
8. Pros delegate jobs to their employees or subcontractors.
9. Pros set up their settings about what kind of payment methods they will accept, such as

cash, check, Venmo, CashApp, credit card, or other. Before they can collect payments,
they must re-review the terms of use and confirm their agreement.

10. Pros send their clients invoices as they complete jobs, with a unique link for their clients
to track all of the pro’s proposals, invoices, and jobs. Here the client can pay for the
invoice, following the settings laid out by the pro.

11. Pros use their marketing website to get new clients. They set their criteria and list
anything that might help encourage clients to book.

12. Clients book from the website, choose from the pro's services, and sign up directly with
that pro. When a client books a pro at the pro’s price, they are booking the pro at their
offered rate. TIDY does not make a portion of the proceeds.

13. Pros can create custom proposals to send their prospects, which include pricing and
terms.

14. Clients can accept and eSign proposals.
15. Pros and clients set agreements directly with each other, and these can be changed

anytime.
16. Pros can manage any reviews or disputes that arise and attempt to resolve them in app.
17. Pros can integrate with other lead sources and third parties to view all leads in 1 place.

Examples include bark.com.



TIDY Features for Pros: Walkthrough
Now, we will go through a more detailed walkthrough, including screenshots of the pro app as it
looks on the web, iOS, or Android apps.

When a pro signs up, first they typically go through our main page tidy.com/pros, where they see
a description of their features and the disclaimer.



Then, pros land on a sign-up page, where
they fill out some basic information, including
what their team looks like, what their existing
clients look like, and agree to the Service
Provider Customer Agreement. It also
includes instructions on how to message us
about an alternate agreement, which we
support



Pros then have to complete a series of
onboarding steps, depending on the features
they are using. If they are looking to get new
clients with their public website, collect
payments, and some other features they must
complete more steps.



Before being able to use any feature that
involves payments (such as payment
processing) or marketing, they must
expressly go through a step to review the
terms. Notably, this emphasizes dispute
resolution AND that they have a bona-fide
business, which is the heart of the
agreement.

To help prove they are an independent
business, they can take photos of their
professional business equipment. Since the
intent is to ensure they are a bona-fide
business, they can also submit an existing
yelp or google places link to avoid equipment.



The pro may also have to complete further
validation of public presence by providing public
links or collecting reviews from existing
customers.



For payments, they can set what payment
methods they want to offer clients. If opting to
allow clients to use TIDY’s payment rails (e.g.
credit card) then they can select a payout method
including check, ACH/direct deposit, and credit
card (if they have a merchant account
elsewhere).

TIDY’s goal is to support any payment option the
pro may want to collect payments from
customers. Pros can add as many options as they
like. Clients can choose from these options when
receiving an invoice.



Pros then typically set up
the categories of services
that they offer.



Pros then add the specific services themselves,
including name, description, whether these
should be listed on their website, and the billing
types (for example flat rate, hourly, free, or “price
later” if it is unknown).



Next, pros add team members. They have the
option to limit that person (if they are an
employee). They must confirm they are taking
responsibility for the person, whether they are
an employee or contractor.



Pros can set the hours they want clients to be able
to see their schedule (like OpenTable) and book
with them. They also set the locations they want to
serve.



They set up their public website to coordinate with
clients and get new business. With no hosting or
setup, just some simple questions and answers, they
get their own webpage with booking options. The
pages follow a template approach they customize.
They get a pretty tidy.com url that allows them to
share this anywhere publicly and have clients book
them directly on their schedule following their settings.



Pros can start sending proposals to their clients and
tracking things. Proposals act a bit like an eSigned
contract with a client and can include any information
they like.



For each job, pros can send updates, update
status, delegate the job to their team
members, send messages, request
payments, see client preferences, and more.



After jobs, Pros can send invoices to clients,
specifying the job they did and their rates.
Clients can then pay the invoice using the
payment methods authorized by the pro.



These are some key features, but the TIDY website walks through these features and more.





TIDY Features for Property Managers: Summary
TIDY also helps property managers manage multiple vendors or employee of the property
manager (collectively “pros”). Property managers can be people with a single property they
own/rent, or people with many properties. TIDY can generally help property managers more
when their situation is complex (e.g. vacation rentals, multiple properties, etc), and are our
primary customer focus. Property managers can:

1. Add property details for all their properties.
2. Track their assets.
3. Map their properties.
4. Set and track maintenance requirements for those properties.
5. Monitor and track maintenance projects.
6. Create and assign jobs to their pros.
7. Add and manage all of their pros, including setting rates, autopay limits, and more.
8. Generate a digital To-Do list to share with any of their providers.
9. Integrate with Airbnb and other platforms to sync job schedules.
10. Track that their vendors comply with their requirements, which can include insurance,

background checks, identification, or other requirements.
11. Create workflows to automate various processes.
12. Track accounts payable to their tracked vendors.
13. The property manager has several options to send job requests to pros. They can:

a. Assign jobs to pros,
b. Send requests to their list of pros,
c. Send requests to individual pros,
d. Browse pros in their area,
e. Find a new pro using a strategy they select.

We are particularly useful to Airbnb hosts, for whom managing all this is really hard, and we
make it easy. In return for these features, TIDY generally charges a subscription fee.

To learn more about how TIDY works, we generally advise customers look at our documentation
or terms. Our goal is to provide a platform for people to do what they want, not define any
specific approach. This is why we deliberately do not take an approach “like Uber” (which is
strongly opinionated and controlling) but rather more build tools more “like Shopify” (which helps
provide flexible tools to build the store they want.

These features may be most concisely viewed online on our pricing page tidy.com/pricing.







Managing cleaning and maintenance is incredibly complex, requiring a large number of
features. We continue to build features for property management customers as requested to
satisfy their needs.

TIDY features for Property Managers: Walkthrough
To help visualize how TIDY works and how Property Managers control and set up their cleaning
and maintenance programs, we will walk through a series of website and app screenshots of
common property management workflows. Typically most property managers will use the
software in the following way.



Property managers typically connect a data source.

Once this data source is in, TIDY pulls in a list of properties and guest/tenant information from
the source to populate the application. Property information helps managers stay in sync with
other platforms (most customers have some other tool to help them with guest/tenant
management). Guest/tenant information such as check-in/check-out or move-in/move-out is
helpful to create automated workflows to send job requests to your pros. For example,
customers turning over a property after a lease expiration will typically want to automate a series
of jobs to complete the process, typically something like: inspection, followed by handyman,
painting, any miscellaneous specialty repair, carpet cleaning, and regular cleaning.

Next, a client will typically add in all the pros they work with for cleaning and maintenance tasks.



We generally recommend that they add pros for all services they might want or need ever, even
if they don’t think so right now. If they don’t want to work with a given pro again, we generally
recommend they add them and mark them as blocked from future work. This way the whole
team can be aware of that pro’s status as blocked.

If they need pros, they can browse what is available through pros on TIDY or third party tools
such as Thumbtack.



Then for each property, they can specify the order in which pros should get job requests. When
ordering things, this indicates how the requests should flow to the pros, like an eSignature.

Property managers can also edit in a grid view across all their properties and pros exactly what
they want the default rate to be for them, the autopay limit for invoices received by the pro for a
property/job, and what the job should be called for them. This is useful because sometimes it is
hard for clients to match what pros call jobs to how they think of jobs. For example, a “move out



inspection” for a client might match what Ana calls “Ana’s Standard Inspection” and what Bob
calls “Turnover Inspection”. Each party can adjust the name to minimize confusion.

Property managers can specify any specific compliance requirements thy may have. For
example, if a client wants to ensure a pro has general liability or workman’s comp insurance,
they can set that up. Then, before pros can work with the client, they must upload the requisite
proof. If clients then wish to offer exceptions, they can.



They set up automation to run jobs the way they want, using triggers and actions to specify
rules on the job, or between the jobs.



Workflows are key to our value proposition; almost every customer uses workflows. Many are
very unique. These are set up by first establishing a triggering event,



and this triggering event creates an action of some kind.

By using workflows, property managers can exercise precise control over what kinds of things
they want to have happen.



Additionally, the client may want to set up automatic booking requests, which allows them to
initiate various requests automatically based on rules. For example, a short-term rental
customer may want to schedule an inspection every time a guest checks out automatically.



Property managers can also manually make job requests, sending them either to a specific pro
or to their list of pros in the order specified in the “My Pros” section. This acts a bit like an
eSignature, with the pros getting the job request and the opportunity to accept or reject the
request.

Requests made by property managers appear on their schedule so they can track everything
across all categories, including tracking: which jobs are still not accepted by their pros, which
pros have accepted jobs, when guests/tenant actions are occurring, and other key pieces of
information they may want to know.



Property managers can create digital to-do lists that are extremely detailed and powerful in what
can be requested. Customers can ask the pro to take inventory, take before/after photos, or give
them instructions with photos or videos on how to access things or find things. Ultimately, this
list is a guide for the pro to use, combined with their professional judgment, and every client has
unique lists. They can create lists for each property and job type, and managing the lists is a
critical value we provide. The data from these lists can then be recorded and audited over time.
For example, reviewing inspections you may want to see how various reported issues have
changed over time.



Specifically, when pros fill out data on the quantity of any item, this can be used for property
managers to do inventory tracking. Inspectors most often use this, but sometimes its done by
other service types as well as a part of their digital to-do lists.

Property managers can track issues on the TIDY issue board. This board is useful for tracking
things like emergency maintenance requests from guests/tenants, converting them to work
orders, and tracking their statuses. Typically, customers use “Reported” to mean, “someone told
us about the issue”. They can then approve it, which typically means it's ready to be scheduled.
Then, when it's scheduled it is listed as “In Progress” and associated with jobs. When all jobs
associated with an issue/work order are complete, typically, it's updated to “Done”.



The Bills section is where property managers can see invoices come in from pros. They can
track their statuses of what is pending or paid.

The bill itself allows customers to select from the available payment options provided by the pro,
and complete the payment online or mark that it has been paid. Not all payment forms can be
digitally tracked, for example, cash.



Property managers can review an overview of each property from the properties page. From
that page, property managers can add assets to track.

Each asset can have maintenance schedules that pop up and are controlled by the client to
specify what should be done and when. You can track maintenance over time.



Many property managers work with teams internally as well as with their customers.

Teams are a bit like a “permission group”, meaning you can add people to only view activity at a
limited subset of properties. Billing rules and notifications can be set up separately for the
properties in a team. Most commonly, this is used by property managers who want to grant their
owners limited access to their account, to only see their property status and not all properties.



Every aspect is ultimately under the control of the customer, from vendor selection, compliance,
job allocation, task management, rate/contract management, and more.

How Jobs are Created Between Property Managers & Pros
Pros and Property Managers create jobs to work together. For example, a pro can log a job
done for one of their clients or vice versa. Since TIDY’s goal is to become the dominant way
both home service pros and property managers manage their jobs, then TIDY has to support a
huge range of use cases between the parties. The table below lists the ways that pros or
property managers can create jobs with each other:

Job Creation Method

Property managers assign pros directly to jobs in their system.

Pros create jobs and assign them to property managers directly in their system.

Pros send a proposal to a property manager, who can accept.

Property managers create a job and send a request to their list of pros for someone
following their workflow to accept the job. Optionally, they can set a max price to request
bids from new pros in a process called “Find New Pros”.

Property managers send requests to an individual pro to accept.

Property managers can book a service from the pro’s website at that pro’s listed rate for the
service if the pro’s settings allow it.

Property managers via third-party integrations can request quotes from pros.

Property managers can browse pros in their area and then book them via their website.

Property managers can browse pros in their area and then book them via 3rd party
websites.

In every case, the pro and the property manager control completely the assignment and
scheduling. TIDY is simply the software tool they use. In fact, TIDY is expressly disallowed from
assigning or reassigning jobs per the Service Provider Customer Agreement and Property
Managers Customer Agreement.

By volume, the most popular methods are the client booking the pro via the pro’s website or a
client assigning them to a job.



No Control
As TIDY is designed to attract genuine professionals only, we do not attempt to exert any control
over the services provided and leave those matters to clients and pros themselves.

TIDY Has No Business Interest In Controlling Pros
TIDY’s goal is to get a large portion of property managers and service providers to use our tools
to get things done. Across these wide ranges of businesses, things are always done very
differently. No two property managers or service providers do things the same way.

If TIDY were to attempt to exert control and form some kind of opinion about how things should
be done, it would actively prevent us from serving the majority of the market. There is no
apparent advantage for us to be involved at all.

To get parties to trust us to run their businesses, TIDY takes the extra step to contractually bar
ourselves from controlling things in each party's agreement. Since we don’t control things nor
take an interest in controlling things anyway, this is designed to make both property managers
and service pros comfortable that we will never control things. TIDY is actively assuming
contractual risk, allowing parties to litigate if they ever feel we control transactions.

Pros Exert Control
In practice, TIDY does not exercise any control over any jobs. In the software, pros can:

● Specify the services they provide, with almost no limit and completely customizable in
the “Services” section.

● Delegate jobs to subcontractors or employees at will. In the app, you can find the ability
to manage a team in the “Teams” section, and the ability to delegate jobs. TIDY is

● Use any equipment.
● Control their own schedule. The app allows pros complete control of their schedule, in

the “Schedule” section.
● Control where they work. The app lets them easily set service areas and specify where

they want to work.
● Select the clients they wish to work with. Pros can send clients proposals, manage

agreements with clients, assign clients, block clients, and more. Sections with these
features include “Clients” and “Proposals”.

● Set their own pay rates. Pros set the rates for their services in the “Services” section.
This adjusts their default rates. But they can change their rates for specific clients on a
specific proposal both contractually (in section 6.2) and in practice.

● Set their own contract terms. They are able to upload a contract for use with any
proposal.

● Set their own payment methods.
● And other features as shown in the previous section.



Section 3 of the Service Provider Customer Agreement codifies TIDY’s contractual relationship
and clearly ensures that both parties agree TIDY is unable to control pros:

● Section 3.a clearly states what control pros have: “TIDY shall not control or have any
right to control the manner or means by which Service Provider performs its Services,
including but not limited to the time and place Service Provider performs the Services,
the types of Services offered, the Jobs Service Provider selects, the rates the Service
Provider charges, the tools and materials used by Service Provider to complete the
Jobs, the helpers, assistants, subcontractors or other personnel used by Service
Provider in completing Jobs, or the manner in which Service Provider completes the
Jobs. TIDY will not and has no right to, under any circumstances, inspect Service
Provider's work for quality purposes.”

● Section 3.b. indicates: “Service Provider is not obligated to personally perform the
Services.”

● Section 3.d. States: “TIDY shall have no ability to assign jobs to Service Provider, this
right is exclusively reserved for Clients or Service Providers. You can control your
assignment strategies via the software by customizing your settings.”

● Section 4.d states: “Each Service Provider, as a separate entity from TIDY, is solely
responsible for all customer service issues relating to such Service Provide and the
Clients of their Services, including without limitation, issues related to Services, pricing,
order fulfillment, returns, refunds, rebates, or warranties.”

● Section 5 clearly states that TIDY is not involved in contracting terms between the
parties: “Client and Service Provider have complete discretion both with regard to
whether to enter into a Service Contract with each other and with regard to the terms of
any Service Contract”.

● Section 6.2. states the pro has the right to set pricing anytime.
● Section 4.4 states the pro has the right to cancel jobs at any time.

The powerful features available to pros and the contractual arrangements between the parties
make it clear: Pros retain complete control over jobs, except as limited by their property
managers.

Property Managers Also Control
Obviously, pros don’t retain exclusive control. Property managers also control jobs by
specifying:

● Which pros they want to use. They can add pros, specify the order they want to work
with people, set up rules for automated search, and more.

● What services they want to accept from a pro.
● What they want to pay for services.
● When they want jobs done.
● Where the work is done.
● How they want jobs done. How jobs are done is ultimately a form of negotiation between

property managers and pros. Property managers can create detailed to-do lists, and
pros can follow them or use their professional judgment.



In addition to the control they have in the app, Property Managers must sign the Property
Managers Customer Agreement or similar agreement. Their control is contractually codified
there, with highlights including:

● From section 1: “TIDY does not take part in any interaction between Service Providers
and Property Managers. TIDY does not have control over the quality, timing, legality,
failure to provide, or any other aspect whatsoever of any Services provided by any
Service Provider, including any Service Request sent via TIDY, nor of the integrity,
responsibility or any of the actions or omissions whatsoever of any Property Managers or
Service Providers. TIDY does not have control over the quality, timing or legality of
Services delivered by Service Providers. TIDY makes no representations about the
suitability, reliability, timeliness, or accuracy of the services requested and provided by
Property Managers or Service Providers identified through the Service whether in public,
private, or offline interactions.

At no time does TIDY provide any in home service offered by Service Providers, TIDY
solely provides software for use by Property Managers and Service Providers. For
example, TIDY does not offer cleaning, window washing, carpet cleaning, lawn care,
HVAC services, or other physical, in-home services.”

● From section 2a: “Property Managers book and manage Service Providers directly. Each
Service Provider has represented and warranted that they are an independently
established business entity and no Service Provider has been engaged by TIDY to
perform services on TIDY's behalf.”

● From section 2c: “Property Managers are responsible for determining their proper status
with respect to Service Providers, including whether they are employees of the Property
Manager or not. Under no circumstances shall any Service Provider shall be considered
an employee of TIDY.”

● From section 2d: “TIDY shall have no ability to assign jobs to Service Provider, this right
is exclusively reserved for Property Managers or Service Providers.”

● From section 2.1: “TIDY provides software to manage independent Service Providers.
TIDY is not the employer of any of these Service Providers. You acknowledge that we do
not supervise, direct, or control a Service Provider’s work or any Services performed in
any manner. Service Providers provides services to you as a separate business entity,
and is not an employee, joint venture, partner, agent, or franchisee of TIDY for any
purpose whatsoever.”

The powerful features available to pros and the contractual arrangements between the parties
make it clear: Pros retain complete control over jobs, except as limited by their pros.

Insurance, Damage, or Theft Coverage
In addition, if reviewing this guide to understand TIDY’s liability in any matter, such as theft or
damage of property, it should be clear: TIDY is not involved in any job, and should not be found
liable (unless some coverage is had in another agreement).



In fact, the Property Managers Customer Agreement expressly and repeatedly disclaims any
such coverage:

● From section 15: “You can purchase additional protection on jobs for things that TIDY
does not cover: like theft, damage, money back guarantee, and other protections. These
are not included by default, and subject to a separate agreement and quoting.”

● From section 16: “It is the sole responsibility of the User to ensure that both You and
Service Provider have adequate insurance to protect yourself and the Service Provider,
this may include commercial and general liability insurance, workers' compensation
insurance (or, if permitted by law, occupational accident insurance), unemployment
insurance, liability insurance, and other forms of insurance as necessary to protect
yourself and the Service Provider.”

● From section 16.1: “TIDY does not cover damage of any kind to your property…If
damage occurs, ultimately you will need to pursue the party responsible directly.”

Property managers expressly assume liability for the employment status, insurance, damage,
theft, and other matters relating to jobs they manage with the TIDY software. Pros are similarly
required to have any insurance and license as required by law, and TIDY offers no coverage to
them.

Pro’s Business Status
TIDY cannot be used by everyone. Pro accounts are restricted to being used only by specific
user types.

What kind of pros can use TIDY:
1. Independent Bonafide Businesses - If a pro is not added deliberately by a property

manager OR they wish to look at bids from new property managers they haven’t worked
with, they must be an independent bonafide business.

2. Employees added by a Property Manager - Property owners can add their own
employees and manage them with TIDY. These pros cannot use features intended for
business owners until they certify themselves as an independent business.

3. Contractors added by a Property Manager - Property owners can add their own
contractors and manage them with TIDY. Similarly, they can't use features intended for
business owners until they complete the necessary steps.

4. Never “Gig” workers - TIDY expressly does not allow or work with “gig workers”.

How does TIDY define an “independent bonafide business”?
TIDY defines pros with an independent bonafide business in this way:

● They have an independent business operation (unrelated to the TIDY software) that
exists when using the software.

● They take the usual steps a business generally takes to establish and promote that
independent business.



● They have any relevant licensing, insurance, or other requirements as their local law
requires.

● They market and offer to provide the services of their business to customers, unrelated
to their use of the TIDY software.

How does TIDY validate that a pro has a true business?
If a property manager is adding their own contractor or employee, TIDY does not require any
kind of validation. Property managers adding service providers to their accounts should take
care to follow any applicable legal guidelines.

If a pro is signing up to use the software independently, they must take 3 significant steps to
represent and prove that they have an independent business.

1. Confirm They Are a Business. They must confirm clearly and repeatedly many times
that they are a bonafide independent business. In the pro walkthrough, a pro going
through the process to sign up must see the requirement they are their own business no
fewer than 3 times, and many more on average. This requirement is made clear on
TIDY’s marketing pages, sign-up process, and in the features themselves. In their
Service Provider Customer Agreement (or similar agreement), they must agree that they
are an independent business.

Highlights from the agreement include:
a. From section 1a: “TIDY is the creator of software that allows you to manage your

business…only intended to be used by businesses seeking to grow or manage
their business.”

b. From section 1b: “Service Provider understands, agrees, and intends that
Service Provider will provide the Services directly to Clients strictly as an
independently-owned and operated business enterprise, and not as an
employee, worker, agent, joint venturer, partner or franchisee of TIDY for any
purpose. TIDY does not provide the Services described in this Agreement or
employ individuals to perform said Services. TIDY is not a “Hiring Entity” for the
Services described in this Agreement. TIDY's role is limited to offering the
software to manage your business. TIDY also offers software services and tools
to other customers, including other businesses who may compete with you and
customers using TIDY to manage jobs with businesses like yourself. Service
Provider must be formed as a sole proprietor, partnership, limited liability
company, limited liability partnership, or corporation. You cannot use TIDY as an
individual worker or “gig” worker. You perform all Services under your name, not
TIDY’s, and your own contract of your choosing.”

c. From section 1d in bold: “TIDY is only intended to be used by Service
Providers who are running an existing business and who are marketing
their Services beyond their use of the TIDY software. If this does not
describe you, do not use the software.”



d. From Section 13a: “Service Provider is an independently established business
entity and has not been engaged by TIDY to perform services on TIDY's behalf.
Rather, Service Provider has entered into this Agreement for the purpose of
using the TIDY Software to manage their business. In other words, Service
Provider is a customer of TIDY.”

Their agreement is clear both contractually and by their actions in the app itself.

2. Specific Representations and Warranties. They must expressly agree to a series of
representations and warranties in the Service Provider Customer Agreement (or similar
agreement). These representations are clear, and include these key representations in
section 14:

a. “Service Provider represents and warrants that they are a bona fide,
independently established business entity formed as a sole proprietorship,
partnership, limited liability company, limited liability partnership, or corporation;
and”

b. “Service Provider represents that they customarily provide services of the same
nature as the ones publicly listed via the TIDY Software; and”

c. “Service Provider is actively marketing their Services outside of their use of the
TIDY Software.

3. Proof of marketing and business. As shown in the TIDY for Pros walkthrough, they
must provide proof of marketing (advertisements or third-party websites) or independent
customers (e.g. reviews from third parties). They may also provide pictures of their
professional equipment. They must always provide at least 1 proof of external marketing
and 1 other proof of business (either marketing or equipment), for a minimum of 2
proofs.

TIDY’s goal here is not to exclude genuine business owners (including new businesses) but
rather to make it impossible to sign up and use TIDY without committing fraud. It can be very
difficult to catch all kinds of fraud, so if property managers wish to implement additional checks,
we do support a range of custom certifications they can take to further ensure pros are genuine
business owners. TIDY is unable to represent and warrant that pros are genuine businesses,
only that we took the described steps.

Why does TIDY not work with gig workers?
TIDY is simply not in the business of working with gig workers, by which we mean people
without an “independent bonafide business”. The reasons are the following:
1. No apparent demand. We have not received requests from property managers for this. For
many categories of jobs people use TIDY for, there is no legal ability to offer these services as a
gig worker, for example, plumbing, tree trimming, and electrical work.
2. We currently tell property managers that we don’t work with gig workers (with the caveats
listed above). This builds confidence by all parties. Pros who make false representations
severely negatively hurt TIDY reputationally and contractually.



The only exception is that if a property manager adds a contractor or employee to use on their
property, we don’t prevent this in any way. But these users are restricted to working only with
that property manager.

Dispute Resolution
For disputes between property managers and pros, each party can dispute with the other party
in the app, communicating back and forth towards a resolution. This is similar to other credit
card dispute processes. If you cannot find a resolution, you may need to seek other dispute
resolution methods. We do not limit your ability to take action to resolve disputes.

In the event of any dispute with TIDY, unless you have a custom contract that says differently,
you have agreed to individual arbitration with Fairclaims. Both property managers and service
pros have similar clauses in their agreements that govern the nature of dispute resolution.

The process outlined with Fairclaims is fair to all parties and highly advantageous to service
providers or property managers. Fairclaims allows you to file legal grievances against TIDY at
very low cost, without the need for expensive attorneys. While we hope never to have such a
disagreement, this forum should allow you to file a legal claim more easily and have it heard. It
assists in any case in which TIDY might also file a claim against you. For example, should a
service provider commit fraud and not have a bonafide business, submitting false documents,
TIDY is legally and contractually entitled to damages. Should TIDY file the claim in its corporate
home of Delaware, you might need to incur significant legal costs for hiring representation there
as well as travel. With Fairclaims, it is online and the dispute resolution process itself is low cost.

In order to bind all the parties (including TIDY) to this method of dispute resolution, parties have
agreed “If either party initiates an action in violation of this mutual arbitration provision, and a
court or arbitrator determines that such an action is barred by this agreement, then the party
who initiated the violating action shall be liable to pay the other party’s costs (including attorney
fees) to remedy that violating action, unless such damages are prohibited by law.” You should
expect TIDY to enforce this.

If a property manager or service provider wishes to have a separate dispute resolution method
and custom contract, this must be arranged in advance of any issue in a separate contract. We
always consider other agreements and are happy to work with you. However, we do think it's
always in the benefit of both parties to lower the cost of dispute resolution.

Summary
We hope this guide is helpful to any party trying to assess various legal matters, including
liability of parties or employment-related concerns.



For example, property managers or pros may have the following questions, which are clearly
answered in this guide:

● Should a job issue occur, such as damage or theft, is TIDY liable? No.
● Are property managers responsible for employment laws for pros? Yes.
● Is TIDY ever an employer? No.
● Can pros use TIDY if they are not a business? No (unless added directly by a property

manager).
● Does TIDY control transactions? No.
● Is TIDY in the business of property management, plumbing, electrical, cleaning, HVAC,

inspections, tree removal, lawn care, handyman, pool cleaning, appliance repair, junk
removal, trash removal, or other property-related services? No.

● How should disputes be resolved with TIDY? Individual arbitration in Fairclaims as
agreed.

Both property managers and pros should operate under these assumptions, and if they do not
work for their businesses they should contact TIDY prior to using our software tools.

TIDY’s software tools are used by many different types of customers, on plans ranging from the
free plan to recurring subscription plans. TIDY has the most advanced facility management
software for single family properties and has one of the easiest-to-use field management
software platforms for home service businesses to use. TIDY takes many steps to ensure each
customer retains complete control over their experience and takes no part in the services
themselves. Both property managers and pros contractually and in practice work directly
together using the software.


